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shatter - official videogame soundtrack

Best Civil war strategy game I've played so far. The game is influenced by the player's victories and defeats, if you start as a
Confederate general and do horribly you'll end up losing very early on. If you do well you will end up marching on D.C.. CONS:

1) Sound doesn't work. Bit of a problem for a drum simulator. Perhaps it worked for others, but this is the only game in which I
have had this problem. Will update my review if this changes.

2) Extremely laggy, not sure why. Probably not optimized well.

3) Was hoping for a game mode where you could play along to some drum tabs, especially for a $5 game.

PROS*:

1) Looks nice.

*Because of CON #1, this is a very short list.
. This soundtrack is suspenseful and beautiful!
I HIGHLY recommend this soundtrack!
Don't forget to check out the game as well!. you can hit women in this game. I'm giving Gumball Drift a recommendation but
with provisions. Please read before you buy and please note I am using the HTC Vive.

The premise of the game is simple and exactly what you see in the description. Playing the game however is nothing like the
previous arcade racers this is baced upon but more akin to racing radio controlled cars...and it works well to a degree.
The usual power ups and earn cash to unlock better cars is there. The tracks whilst basic in some respects are enough to kepp
you on your toes. Visually it's basic cartoon style graphics, very much akin to games from 10 years ago but it is rendered
brightly and clearly within your VR enviroment and seated or standard gameplay (or both) poses no issues. I could as much sit
down to race my cars as I could stand up and walk around my play area. In fact it some cases it was preffrable to stand up and
move. My only issue here was that there is no reset view, which whilst not problematic was annoying when you wanted to play
seated but had to stand up (and turn my back to my PC) and move just to get a better view. Please add a reset button devs...or at
least make it clear where the reset view option is if it's implemented (I could not find it).

A huge bonus for this game is also the fact that the dreaded VR sickness is a complete non issue in this game.

However, there are 2 big elephants in this VR room. First and formost is the lack of support for the Vives motion controllers
(and I suspect future Rift Touch controllers). This could just as easily be capable of controlling the cars but the support simply
isnt there. If you do not own a game pad, you cant play. The second is the price of this title. I bought it in the Steam sale and
paid \u00a38.99 (down from \u00a314.99). This is not a \u00a315 game in my opinion, even taking the VR part into account (so
pick it up on sale). Not a bad game at all (lot of fun infact) but for the stanard price I'd recommened plenty of other games over
this (at least in the case of Vive owners).
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Works great, support is great. Very low impact with good functional ui and options. Invaluably useful.. I paid you so I could
goof on this game, However it has become clear to me that this would be imature and a gross injustice. the truth is...

Farheb Sucks

Boom. the double gooftacular. Rekt nub

The game is realy terrible tho, not recomended for those with anything left to live for. nicely made missions but almos all of
them are broken or buggy. This 'game' is vapor ware. What little of it there is, is unplayable. No instructions, almost all text is
filler, and it runs really poorly. You're better off burning your money than buying this, that would be more enjoyable.. The game
needs a lot of work, from simple things like bugs and graphical glitches to large things like story inconsistencies, proper english,
a proper tutorial and a better gameplay. The fact that the last update happened on May gives me very little hope for the future of
this game. Of course, something may have happened to the Dev, and i wouldn't blame them for it, but be aware of how regular
the updates really are when buying this game by taking this in mind. With that being said, the idea is quite interesting, and
although it did remind me of "Papers, Please", It offered what i think is a fresh take in the "Be a government employee in a
Dystopian Environment\/Country" genre.

Still, i wouldn't recommend purchasing it now, not even in a sale. Perhaps a couple of updates from now i might reconsider my
opinion.. I actually barely have words for this game.
You know what, ♥♥♥♥ that, I have tons of words.
First off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
Second off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
This game is made in Unity. What the ♥♥♥♥, man?
The game physics are practically non existant. The game mechanics are unlike anything I've ever seen. It's actually horrible, oh
man, time to dodge more bear traps and lasers. The traps aren't fun or engaging or innovative, it's the same BORING
REHASHED♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over. Oh look, MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The voice acting is terrible (and russian, go figure.)
This game isn't even worth 3.00 dollars. This game isn't even worth $0.50.
I would ACTUALLY rather play bad rats. This is just torture. MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The CIA should force guantanamo bay inmates to play this game to extract information. They'll be begging to snitch in 10
minutes or your money back, guaranteed. MORE BEAR TRAPS. MORE LASERS.

Overall I gave it a 9/510. This game reminds me a lot of the old Championship Manager series but with a large world-wide
database of teams and players. The game is reduced to the most important features. But I see this as an advantage because you
can play seasons quickly.

It definitely requires some time to spend with the game to notice that the game has really depth.

I can recommend it to all players who had fun with the old Championship Manager series that don't want too much detail
complexity but have a faster season progress instead.
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